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Overview 

 
The X-CAL activities of the Texas A&M “team” (of one) have been wide ranging as have the activities of the X- CAL working group;  

TAMU has made contributions in all areas.  We have compared two years of Windsat data separated by 5 ½ years with TMI to estimate 

the calibration drift of TMI (if any).  TAMU computed the drifts two different ways and combined the working group's results into a 

coherent whole.  The TMI-SSS/I(beta version) offsets have been computed two different ways.  Recently two very important data sets 

have become available, AMSR-2 and SAPHIR.  In a an accelerated effort, both data sets have been analyzed for data quality and offset.  

The two methods of comparing data sets have been discussed in detail in  “Comparing Calibrations Of Similar Conically-Scanning 

Window-Channel Microwave Radiometers” by Thomas T. Wilheit to be published in TGRS  

 

   

Using the Beta version of  the CSU Fundamental Climate Data Record 

and matchups generated by UCF, we have run analyses of the SSM/I 

differences from  TMI.  These results are preliminary, however the final 

version has recently been released so we are in a position to generate at-

launch values almost immediately 

SAPHIR Imagery 

In raw imagery, cold features suggest convection.  Most convection 

should show up in channel 6 (the lowest altitude sounding channel) 

and only the most intense should show up in channel 1( the highest 

sounding channel.  By going to difference images, the detection of 

convection becomes much clearer, Negative values of the 

differences can only be generated by scattering of radiation by ice.  

All convection will show up in the channel 5-6 differences and only 

the most intense in the channel  1-2 difference. 

TMI Drift (NOT!) 

SAPHIR Data 

AMSR 2 TMI Intercomparisons 

At the TRMM 15th "Birthday-Party" in Tokyo,  I met with 

 Keiji Imaoka and other personnel from JAXA and Melco.  

They show preliminary calibration results for AMSR 2. 

The warm bias was unexpected particularly at 10 GHz. 

He asked if the X-CAL team could corroborate the  

preliminary results.  The TAMU results do, in fact , 

corroborate the JAXA results. 



   

SAPHIR Retrieval-Based Algorithm AMSR 2 Scatter Plots 

The AMSR-2 scatter plots (2D Histograms @ 1K resolution) were produced quickly 

after the data became available.  The top row shows scatter  plots for the 89A and B 

channels.  These data are  extraordinarily clean.  In the 4 panels only one 

questionable point  (out of approximately 5 Billion)  is observed.  The 18V 23V plots 

on the second row are similarly well behaved.  When overlaid with computed 

contours these points fall into a rain-rate/freezing level space. The 10 GHz plot (all 

surfaces) shows a great deal of scatter, but the data become quite clean when 

restricted to ocean only.  The plots for 23 and 37 GHz are also quite clean.  AMSR2 

included both 6 and 7 GHz channels for Radio Frequency Interference (RFI) 

detection.  If the two frequencies differ by any substantial amount, the signal is 

narrow band i.e. RFI.  One can see that the RFI is extremely bad over land but much 

less so over ocean. 

 

The retrieval-based intercomparison algorithm is analogous the fitting algorithm used for imagers  

by TAMU and CSU.  However, it only adjusts the humidity profile and retains the temperature 

 profile furnished by the analysis.  It can also insert a cloud if the brightness temperatures require it.    

The key to the retrieval is a closed-form Jacobian to relate changes in the humidity profile to 

changes in the brightness temperatures.  The algorithm begins with a first guess profile (Black).  It 

first adjusts the profile based only on SAPHIR channel 1 for 3 iterations, and then adds the 

remaining SAPHIR channels (top down) one at a time.  It quits after 25 iterations.  The present 

version is very preliminary.  However, it indicates that wide Earth incidence angle differences can 

be accommodated by the algorithm and that the EIA dependence of the differences between 

SAPHIR and MHS is reasonably small. 

 


